Weekly Horoscopes 30th April
2018
Monday sees a potent Full Moon in Taurus but squares to the
point of destiny the North Node. Generosity can bubble up, but
carefully marshalling of resources can still be important this
week.This is aided in the first half of the week by the Sun’s
continuing helpful angle to Saturn, but compassion and care
can also come to the fore in the week’s second half. For your
FREE Weekly Horoscope 30th April 2018 please see below…

Weekly Horoscopes
Aries 21 March – 20 April
The Sun is hugely influential for you this week, urging you to
look for tangible gains in whatever you do in its relationship
with Saturn, and ironically in its angle with Neptune, which
is asking you to be a little more self-sacrificing and
sensitive about issues that feature money or materialism. A
plan which has been stop-start for some time can finally reach
fruition, which can be hugely pleasing.

Taurus 21 April – 21 May
The Full Moon asks you to be mindful of your relationship
situation. For as it squares to the North Node, the Point of
Destiny, if someone close is feeling neglected, this can
become more of an issue for them. Then again, your desire to
restructure and expand your situation in some kind of thorough
and step-by-step way, is accentuated superbly, as the Sun
binds to Saturn.

Gemini 22 May – 21 June
Finally, Mercury, your ruler, emerges from shadow on Friday,
and any planning to your long-term prospects becomes clearer.
You may also find yourself working hard behind the scenes, but
you may not necessarily see instant results. Mind, the hard
work you invest will lay down the platform very helpfully for
the times to come. Ignore any unkind attitudes, and stand
strong.

Cancer 22 June – 23 July
This year has been so profound around your relationships. And
if there is any association you have, be it a platonic,
professional, friendship or loving bond, those that are really
important to you and are going well, can get stronger still
from here on in. Indeed, any shared love of spirituality,
travel, the arts or crafts can also be something that binds
you together with people in general Cancer.

Leo 24 July – 23 August
Your feelings can be particularly close to the surface this
week, but this can be an absolute advantage if it helps you to
demonstrate how you really feel to people. One area that can
truly shine is around work, where your organizational skills
can gain greater recognition. A friend who has seemed
preoccupied for some time can also finally get in touch and
suggest a meet up.

Virgo 24 August – 23 September
The Full Moon suggests that your words and thinking are going
to be particularly important for the next two weeks. Someone
can really appreciate it, should you take the trouble to
explain something to them or the sincerity of a belief or idea

that you have. Your listening skills are also going to be well
attuned in the second half of this week, and you can pick up
things others miss.

Libra 24 September – 23 October
There can be some important discussions about finances this
week, perhaps linked to property, investment or pensions, or
you may be looking to re-jig your weekly budget. Your thinking
can be really constructive and this may see you coming up with
a fresh idea to bring revenue into your situation. However,
your Libra Horoscope also cautions you to avoid being too
idealistic, and especially around how your friends feel.

Scorpio 24 October – 22 November
The Full Moon in your sign at the start of this week is going
to see you thinking very carefully about all sorts of
relationships. Look to have constructive dialogue where
possible. Neptune is encouraging you to let go of any smaller
issues and embrace the things that are working well. Venus is
in a very positive location for your long-term finances, but
this may be linked to someone else.

Sagittarius 23 November – 21 December
Health, fitness, diet and general life organization may not be
the sexiest of strands, but they can benefit from a sustained
amount of effort and attention at this time. The more you put
in, the more gratifying your progress can be. But even the
relationship part of your situation can be positive, as Venus
begins to give you added charisma and draw goodness to you
Archer.

Capricorn 22 December – 20 January
Your ruler Saturn, has a much maligned reputation, but this
week is forging a fantastic link to the Sun. When it comes to
your creativity and any kind of talent, your naturally selfdisciplined and hard-working approach can work wonders. If you
can be both creative but organized, you’ll flourish. A
conversation in the second half of this week can be
spiritually uplifting for you.

Aquarius 21 January – 19 February
Home is said to be where the heart is, and any ideas that
you’ve had on the back burner for some while to improve your
abode, can start to shape up really well. Your sincerity and
depth of personality can also stand you in very good stead
when it comes to family relationships where people can be
appreciative of your support. Venus also encourages you to
play host.

Pisces 20 February – 20 March
The friends who are really solid citizens in your world can be
the ones you appreciate most this week. So it may not be the
most ostentatious of associations which impress you, as much
as those who are reliable, keep their word and are consistent
in their approach. Travel plans can however be subject to some
last-minute delays, especially linked to obligations.
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